To The Editor---Thank you for giving us the opportunity to respond to the comments raised by Hugonnet et al. \[[@ref1]\] regarding our article \[[@ref2]\]. No researcher could be absolutely sure that all transmissions within an individual "superspreading" event were nosocomial and were related to the putative index case, unless fingerprinting of the virus for all cases was done. This also applies to "transmission chains," which are frequently adopted to describe infectious disease transmissions inside hospitals by infection control units. We actually included all nosocomial outbreaks of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) documented by the infection control units, and thus, we identified index patients in some wards. For the analysis of host factors, as well as the combined analysis of environmental and administrative factors and host factors, only case wards with documented nosocomial outbreaks of SARS (with identified index patients) were used \[[@ref2]\].

We admit that recall inaccuracies (not necessarily leading to bias) might exist in some exposure measures because of the time lag. We made every effort to minimize the possible biases and discussed the details in our article \[[@ref2]\]. We do not agree that some exposure measures were ecological, because we were looking at the outbreak of SARS at the ward level and were not reporting risk factors for individual patients. For environmental and administrative factors, the reported information during the 10-day study period referred to the average (usual) situation. Unless drastic changes were introduced (none documented in any ward) within these 10 days, the information collected should reflect the situation before the infection transmission events.

It was possible that some wards experienced \>1 outbreak, but any ward with at least 1 outbreak already qualified as a case ward, and no selection bias was present. Wards admitting several patients with SARS would have been designated as "SARS wards" and excluded from our study.

That transmission was more intense at the beginning of the SARS epidemic, probably because of the poor preventive and infection-control measures adopted \[[@ref3]\]. There was no evidence to show that the natural virulence of the SARS coronavirus decreased towards the end of the epidemic. Moreover, we did include wards with nosocomial outbreaks that occurred towards the end of the epidemic, as well as control wards identified early in the epidemic.

Hugonnet et al. \[[@ref1]\] did not challenge our findings of some "accepted" risk factors (i.e., distance between beds, resuscitation procedures, staff washing or changing facilities, and staff working while experiencing symptoms) but focused their concerns on the several respiratory-support techniques adopted for patients with SARS as risk factors, possibly because these contradicted their understanding of the transmission mechanisms of SARS. Actually, the information related to respiratory support was retrieved from medical records and, thus, should be objective.

Postoutbreak self-reports of compliance with standard infection-control measures and use of personal protective equipment are notorious for introducing recall bias. Such information was also not applicable to non--health care workers, who constituted a majority of the secondary cases involved in the nosocomial outbreaks of SARS being studied.

We cannot agree with the allegation that the so-called methodological flaws would invalidate our results. We feel that a type of "a priori bias" has been happening among certain groups of the infection control community: any findings not in line with the a priori hypothesis or belief get rejected. It all reverts to the droplet and/or contact versus aerosol (airborne) spread debate. "The clinical implications of airborne transmission are particularly important for infection control in hospitals" \[[@ref4], p. 1711\]. The deep-rooted biased view of how SARS and other similar respiratory infections could be transmitted could have resulted in the loss of golden opportunities for effective control of such outbreaks. Will the infection-control community learn the lesson?
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